
STEP 33

The communication issues were only successfully resolved 

on the T34-85, with the installation of the 9RS, the most 

efective Soviet tank radio set of WWII. Unlike the previously 

supplied 9RM, it took the form of a single unit and was 

powered by the on-board 24V electrical system. Moved 

from the hull to the turret, the radio could now be operated 

by the tank commander, providing him with direct contact 

with the sub-division commander. As a result there was 

a dramatic improvement in the interaction of both individual 

tanks, and the sub-division, on the battleield.  

F
rom the beginning of the war, the principal means 

of conveying commands to the T-34’s driver were 

in gestures and movements made by its commander. 

If the commander pressed down with his foot 

on the left shoulder of the driver, it meant ‘turn left’, and 

on the right shoulder, ‘turn right’. If the commander showed 

a ist, an armour-piercing round had to loaded, while a palm 

signiied a fragmentation round.

This was the situation crews faced until the end of 1943, 

when tanks were provided with 9R radio sets and TPY-3bis 

intercom devices. 
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
One of the fundamental deficiencies of the T-34 during the first half of WWII was 
the lack of any means of communication – a situation that was only resolved in 1943 
with the installation of radio sets. 

The T-34-85 was equipped 
with a TPY 3bis-F intercom 
device, comprising an 
amplifier, three individual 
units, headsets with type 
LT-2 throat microphones 
and TT telephones.
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3
This is how the upper hull 

looks when this stage is 

completed.033A

033A

033B

033B

012A

033A

1
Fit the two towing hooks (033B) over the notched 

holes in the transmission cover (033A) and fix from 

behind with a BP screw into each hook.

2
Fit the hinges of the transmission cover (033A) into 

the hinges at the rear of the upper hull (012A) as 

shown. Then fix each hinge with an RM screw.

BPRM

BP BP

RMRM

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

033A Transmission cover 1

033B Towing hook 2

RM 1.7 × 7mm screw 2 + 1*

BP 1.7 × 4mm screw 2 + 1*

* includes spares



STEP 34

The cramped conditions in 
the combat compartment of 
the T-34 were not remedied with 
the appearance of what was 
termed the ‘improved turret’, as all 
improvements  affected only 
production technology. 
The dimensions of the turret and, 
more importantly, the diameter 
of the turret ring, remained 
unchanged.

T
he streamlined, elegant turret of the T-34 proved 

too small to accommodate a 76mm calibre artillery 

system. Descended from the A20 light tank (with 

changes only afecting the thickness of the turret), 

it was originally intended to accommodate a 45mm gun, 

as with the A-20. The diameter of the light tank’s turret ring 

was maintained at 1420mm. The limited turret space left no 

room for a third crew member, and the gunner combined his 

duties with those of the tank commander, and, at times, of 

the sub-division commander. 
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The effectiveness of a tank in combat depends to a significant degree  
on the working conditions of its crew. Unfortunately, in this respect,  
the T-34 was far from taking pole position.
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This necessitated a choice on the gunner/commander’s 

part either to direct ire or to lead the battle. The extremely 

cramped conditions were noted by the oicers at the NIIBT 

testing range in 1940, and afterwards by the Germans and 

the Americans. The Americans, in particular, were unable to 

comprehend how tank crews could ind room in the turret 

in the winter, when they were wearing sheepskin jackets. 
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034A

034B

034C

034C
034D

034E 034F

034B

034A

034G

034H

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

034A Short box 1

034B Short box lid 1

034C Short box hinge 2

034D Turret fixing plate 2

034E Hull grab handle 7

034F Hand-hold (right front hull) 1

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

034G Hand-hold A (right side hull) 6

034H Hand-hold B (right side hull) 6

YM 1.7 × 6mm screw 2 + 1*

BP 1.7 × 4mm screw 2 + 1*

QP 1.5 × 3mm screw 4 + 1*

* includes spares

1
Fit the short box 

lid (034B) on to 

the short box 

(034A), ensuring that the 

retaining pins fit into the 

hasp holes and the ridged 

cross pattern is on the 

outside of the lid.

2
Fit the two short box 

hinges (034C) around 

the top of the box and 

back of the lid, with the barrel 

of the hinge on the outside and 

the bent plate against the lid. Fix 

each hinge with two QP screws. 

Check that the lid can be lifted.

BP QP

QP

QP

QP

QP

YM

034A

034E

012A

012A

3
Fit the short box 

(034A) into the 

two recessed fixing 

holes in the centre left 

of the upper hull (012A), 

ensuring that the hinges 

are on the inside. Fix 

with two BP screws from 

beneath the hull.

4
Fit the seven hull 

grab handles 

(034E) in the 

positions shown – four 

along the left side of the 

upper hull (012A) and 

three along the right 

side. Their pins must all 

be angled downwards so 

that the handles project 

outwards from the hull.

BP
BP
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034D

034D

013A

011A 013A

8
Take the turret assembly from issue 11 and place it 

carefully into the turret ring base (013A), ensuring that 

the cannon barrel points forwards.

9
Carefully turn the 

upper hull and the 

turret upside down 

on to a softly padded surface, 

ensuring that you hold both 

sections together firmly at 

all times. Then align the two 

turret fixing plates (034D) 

with the two fixing plates 

inside the rim of the turret 

bottom (011A) so that they 

grip the rim of the turret ring 

base (013A). Fix securely with 

a YM screw through each 

plate. Then carefully turn the 

hull and turret upright.

YM

YM

034G

034H

030B

030B

012A

012A

6
Using tweezers, fit 

the six hand-holds 

A (034G) into the 

pairs of holes in the right 

side of the hull (012A) 

behind the three track 

spuds (030B). Note that 

the pins of each hand-hold 

differ slightly in diameter 

to ensure they fit only 

one way round – with the 

handle upwards.

7
Fit the six hand-holds 

B (034H) into the pairs 

of holes in the right 

side of the hull (012A) in 

front the three track spuds 

(030B). Note that the pins of 

each hand-hold differ slightly 

in diameter to ensure they 

fit only one way round – with 

the handle sloping slightly 

inwards.

034F

034F

012A

5
Fit the hand-hold 

(right front hull) 

(034F) into the two 

small holes in the upper 

hull (012A) behind the 

right mudguard, with the 

handle forwards.



The dry engine with an electric generator (minus exhaust 

manifolds) weighed 750 kg.

The crankcase consisted of an upper and lower half, cast 

in aluminium alloy, joining along the axis of the crankshaft. 

There are two recesses (front and rear oil strainers) and 

a transfer to the oil and water pumps and the fuel-feed 

pump, which is attached to the outside of the crankcase. 

The left and right cylinder blocks, together with 

their heads, are attached to the upper half of 

the crankcase on anchor studs. 

T
he B-2 was a 12-cylinder high-speed four-stroke 

compression engine, water-cooled with direct fuel 

injection. It had a V-shaped cylinder arrangement 

with a camber of 60°. It was designed at the Kharkiv 

Locomotive Factory by Konstantin Chelpan. 

The nominal engine power was 450hp at 1750 rev/min;  

operational power was 400hp at 1700 rev/min; 

and maximum power is 500hp at 1800 rev/min. 

Bore 150mm; compression 14-15. Piston 

stroke for the left group is 180mm; 

for the right group 186.7mm. 

STEP 35
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The T-34-85 was powered by a Soviet diesel B-2 (Kharkiv model V-2) engine  
with its auxiliary service systems: fuel supply, air supply, lubrication, cooling, 
heating and startup.
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A significant number of 
engine crankcases had 
cylinder blocks made of 
cast iron due to a shortage 
of aluminium in WWII.
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035C

035A

035B

035C

035B

035B

035A

1
Fit the generator lower (035C) to the generator upper 

(035B), ensuring that the internal screw post and socket 

align. Fix with a KP screw.

2
Fit the generator upper (035B) to the two protruding 

tabs on the engine base upper (035A), orientated as 

shown. Fix with two KP screws. 

KP

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

035A Engine base upper 1

035B Generator upper 1

035C Generator lower 1

KP 2.0 × 4mm screw 3 + 1*

* includes spares

KP

KP KP

3
This is how the engine base and 

generator look when this stage is 

completed.

In the next stages you will continue  

to assemble the V-2 engine of the T-34-85.



STEP 36

The NK-1 12-plunger fuel pump is mounted on 

the engine between the cylinder blocks. It supplies fuel 

to the injectors via thick-walled steel pipes in accordance 

with the engine mode, in set portions under high pressure. 

From the injectors through the action of the same pump, 

fuel enters the combustion chamber located in the cylinder. 

From the fuel tanks to the pump, fuel is fed by the fuel 

feed pump through the fuel ilter mounted on the engine 

between the cylinder blocks from the transmission. 

T
he engine fuel supply system consists of knots, 

located in the tank hull, and knots installed on 

the engine. The knots located in the tank hull 

comprise on-board tanks – situated to the left and 

right, feed tanks, a fuel distributor cock, manual air pump, 

air distribution valve, air release valve, drain tank, pipelines 

and a fuel control actuator pump. The knots mounted on the 

engine include a fuel feed pump, fuel ilter, fuel pump and 

injectors.
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The fuel system was designed for the storage, treatment and supply of fuel  
to the engine cylinders according to the engine operating mode.

After WWII, the NK-10 
12-plunger fuel pump was 
mounted on the modernised 
V-2-34M11 and V-234M 
engines.
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036A

035B

036A

036C

036C

036C

036A

3
Push the distributor cap and wires (036C) into 

the socket on the fuel injection pump left (036A), 

ensuring that the flat side of the pin is aligned with 

the flat side of the socket.

4
Using tweezers, 

push the end of 

the long wire  

from the distributor 

cap (036C) (shown near 

right) on to the pin on 

the fuel injection pump 

left (036A). Then push 

the short wire (shown 

far right) on to the pin 

on the generator upper 

(035B). (The third wire will 

be connected in a later 

stage.)

036B

036A

036C

036B

036A

035A

036A

1
Fit the fuel injection pump left (036A) to the fuel 

injection pump right (036B), ensuring that the internal 

screw posts and sockets align. Fix with two KP screws.

2
Fit the assembled fuel injection pump to the two 

sockets on the engine base upper (035A), orientated 

as shown. Fix with two BP screws.

KP

BP

CODE 

NUMBER
COMPONENT NAME QUANTITY

036A Fuel injection pump left 1

036B Fuel injection pump right 1

036C Distributor cap and wires 1

BP 1.7 × 4mm screw 2 + 1*

KP 2.0 × 4mm screw 2 + 1*

* includes spares

KPKP

BP BP


